The moon started to descend out of the
dispirited clouds onto the soft seas, where it
rested bringing a path of sparkling moon dust.
The astronauts were signalled that it was time
to blast off to the moon, and here comes Lucia!
She was nearly late! But a fact about her was
that she believed that this could be
dangerous if it was a full moon because she
believed that when a full moon strikes, and
you look at it, it can turn people into
werewolves! Let’s see if that myth is true...
321 BLAST OFFF!!!
Screamed the astronaut captain, Lucia peered
out of the window and saw the moon ahead of
her. Up close it looked as crystallised as an
alluring bunch of diamonds, yet the
background behind it such as space as we
call it looked despondent. They slowly saw the
moon in motion slowly gliding across the sky
like an elegant swan on the river bank.
Suddenly she got told by her friend, Michael,
to buckle up because they were landing. She
did what she was told ecstatic of the fact she
will finally achieve her childhood dream,
landing on the moon.
Warning, Warning Werewolf outbreak on earth!
Protect your families at home and don’t go out
at all or you might get killed! “I KNEW IT I KNEW
IT!”

Screamed Lucia, she activated her visor

just in case if she stares at the moon again
she might turn into one, unluckily all the
other astronauts visors were broken!

They started to turn, fur coming out of their
backs, their suits ripped and teared, their feet
grew bigger developing fur on them and then
they grew their long noses. Luckily they just
landed so Lucia escaped them in time, she
was lucky because werewolves can’t breathe in
space, guess she had to stay on the moon and
survive until the werewolf outbreak stops. She
was distraught her best friend Michael died to
a myth she believed in! She fell to her knees
and sobbed for a while, but she felt happy
knowing at least she didn’t die.
She saw another rocket heading to the Moon as
well, she waved at them so they could get her
home and told them to put their visors on so
they wouldn’t turn, they were her new team for
now while the outbreak strikes its worst. They
gathered samples of moon rock to study then
headed back to earth, unluckily the station
they stopped at was invaded with werewolves
that were taller than a roller coaster. The
aspect of them was you could smell them
before you saw them, you saw their razor
sharp teeth in between their jaws and their
hair what spiked up, their fur infested with
fleas, dirt and fungi. Lucia and her new crew
were in danger.
They quickly fled but the whole area was
swarmed with werewolves. Lucia was shivering,
knees wobbling and her courage was as thin
as ice, she was stuck, she thought this was
the end. Suddenly, the Sun started to appear,
cloaking the moons light. The blazing sun
started to ascend from down below, she

checked if she was dreaming but it was true
this nightmare ended! Everyone started to lose
their scruffy, messy fur as it fell strand by
strand. Their razor sharp teeth turned into
normal pearly white teeth and their terrible
stench disappeared, Lucia thought to herself,
‘Maybe this experience isn’t as bad as I
thought, I mean I still got to achieve my
childhood dream plus I got to see the aspect
of the moon up close in the rocket for a while.’
Now that’s the myth Lucia believed in and it
was true! However, let’s see if it happens to
you, whoever is reading this next time be
careful when a full moon comes around or else
this might happen to you!

